**Homecoming Queen Election Tuesday**

Rice students will elect their Homecoming Queen in balloting on Tuesday. The Queen and two princesses will form the Homecoming Court to be selected.

Seventeen girls have been nominated by campus organizations for 1951 Homecoming Queen. The lucky one of the 17 will be crowned in traditional halftime ceremonies at the Aggie game, November 17, and reign for four weeks before the show is presented.

**New Draft Tests Set For December, April**

Sixty-three per cent of the 330,000 students who took the Selective Service College Qualification Tests last Spring and Summer made a score of 70 or better, Major General Lewis H. Hershey, director of Selective Service, reported today. He said the results of the former tests would be available within a short time.

The new series of tests will be given Thursday, December 15, 1951, and Thursday, April 24, 1952, by the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey, at more than 1,000 centers throughout the United States and its territories. The blanks may be obtained at any local office of General Hershey stressed the importance of eligible students taking the tests and indicated that those who do not have test score results in their cover sheets may have a “very difficult time indeed” in convincing their local boards that they should be deferred as students.

Applications for the April 24, 1952 test must be postmarked not later than midnight, March 10, 1952.

To be eligible to apply for the test, General Hershey pointed out, a student must: (1) Intend to request deferment as a student; (2) be satisfactorily convincing their local boards that they should be deferred as students.

The criteria for deferment as a student is either a satisfactory score (Continued on Page 6)

**Engineers Plan Party Tomorrow**

The Engineering Society will give a party to aid the Palsy-Aid Palsy Victims program tomorrow night at the Sharon Club, 2000 Tien Way. The party will last from 10:30 to 1:00.

Lits To Honor New Pledges At Open Houses

Some 17 freshman girls will make their debut by way of open houses presented by their respective literary societies on Sunday, November 11 from 4:30 to 10:30. This annual event is sponsored by the literary societies in order to introduce their new pledges to the male population on the campus.

The Lithuanian is the home of Mrs. George Richter who is located at 1904 Canterbury.

Clarke Bettig of 1909 Woodbury will play hostess at the KELLA. The KELLA will be found at 2118 Hovrsor in the home of Patsy Robert.

The scene of the KELLA will be the home of Mrs. J. M. Lykes, 2 Remington Lane.

The home of Shirley Armstrong, 1418 Yerkes will be the site of the OWLS.

The PALS will be held at the door open at 2200 Yeard Street. Home of Elizabeth McGinty. Signs will be posted along the way.

The home of Mary Stucki, 92 Tien Way, will be the setting for the ELS.

The VCLC will be at the home of Mrs. Claude Heaps, 235 Portland Place.

**FOR GOVERNMENT**

New Lab To Aid Atomic Research

**By JEAN DONALDSON**

Research on nuclear disintegration is not new to the Rice campus, but the Van de Graaff accelerator will aid the Physics Department to do more advanced research, partly for the Atomic Energy Commission. The Accelerator will be housed in the 70-foot tower of the High Voltage Laboratory.

**Start New Charities Drive**

**Charity Funds Will Aid Palsy Victims**

Rice’s annual Charity Drive will end this Sunday with a touch football game between the faculty and the members of the Student Council. This annual drive is the only charity drive allowed on the Rice campus.

The drive started with a kick-off dance last Saturday.

This year, all proceeds from the drive will go to the Central Palsy Treatment Center, 1415 California Street, in Houston.

The treatment center is a day clinic handles thirty children regularly. It also gives medical advice for the whole family.

The clinic handles thirty children regularly.

A $20,000 a year taste to a home of Elizabeth McGinty. Signs will be posted along the way.

The home of Mary Stucki, 92 Tien Way, will be the setting for the ELS.

The home of Shirley Armstrong, 1418 Yerkes will be the site of the OWLS.

The PALS will be held at the door open at 2200 Yeard Street. Home of Elizabeth McGinty. Signs will be posted along the way.

The home of Mary Stucki, 92 Tien Way, will be the setting for the ELS.

The VCLC will be at the home of Mrs. Claude Heaps, 235 Portland Place.

**Davis Wins First Campanile Contest**

Campus Editor Bill Collins, announced today that the first case of beer for the best picture in the Salute to the Rice Student Association will be presented by their respective literary societies in order to introduce their new pledges to the male population on the campus.

The Owls must wimfcomorrow night to stay in the running for the oviginal Conferees crown. Rice Dick Schry's revol-
**TO THE EDITOR:**

Today, November 3rd, the performance of "Larkspur Lotion" by Tennessee Williams was presented at this playhouse. In its transformation from stage to screen, the picture has lost none of its impact and certainly does not lack verisimilitude. Held over for an extra week at the Houston Civic Theatre, it offers a great deal of entertainment. An American in Paris.

"An Angel's Play"

Replacing "Larkspur Lotion" as the terrace-stricken willie in the Playhouse's new production of "An Angel's Play" is Kay Leder of the New York stage. Rice Drama Club

**Assistant Editor Allyce Tinsley Cole**

*The Current Issue of "Time" magazine contains an article that will pay you to take a few moments off and read. It is a pretentious article. It unearths to paint a picture of a generation in a few thousand words. A picture of your generation and mine.

*No Easy Task*

Painting such a portrait is no easy task. "Time" admits: "E.R.A. generation has a million faces and a million voices, say is not necessarily what the generation believes and does not necessarily what it will act on... has no clear beginning or end and yet has a quality as distinct as a man's accent."

*Silent Generation*

"Time" dedicates its generation (ages 18-28) the "Silent Generation." We are, says "Time," grave, fatalistic, conventional, grumpy, morosely confused, secretly mellowed, expecting disappointment, seeking a faith. Sample quotes: "The individual is almost dead today... Whatever its (this younger generation's) immorality, it commits them on the whole because it enjoys them, and not because it wants to demonstrate against Victorian convention or even against the gods of things as they are."

"No Peaceful Death In Houston Music Hall"

By ALLYCE TINSEL COLE

It has come to a pretty pass when one can't even die in peace and quiet in Houston. I have watched two lovely ladies attempt to die gracefully of class in the past two years, and neither of them has been allowed to do so in a quiet, restful manner.

The two ladies were friends, and I watched as they prepared to meet their maker. The first lady was a noted ballet company..."
Newman Club Plans Retreat Nov. 25

By JO-ANNE HICKMAN

The Newman Club is planning a retreat to be held at the University of St. Thomas on Nov. 25. Retreat master will be Father Haffey. At the last meeting of the club, Father Conlin spoke on “Popes and Anti-Popes.” Cathy Barragy is the University of St. Thomas nominee for Homecoming Queen.

The Westminster Fellowship paper will have a party at A-House with the Aggies after the bonfire on November 6. Their meetings are every other Sunday at two o’clock at the Temple Emmanu El. They are also planning an Alumni Program on December 6. Their meetings are every other Sunday at two o’clock at the Temple Emmanu El.

The Westminster Fellowship will speak at this Sunday at 4 o’clock at A-House. Sandwiches will be served after the meeting.

Dr. Leonard Duce, assistant dean and chairman of the Philosophy department at Baylor University, is scheduled as speaker for the November Seminar sponsored by the Baptist Student Union next Thursday, November 14, in the Funders Literary Lecture Lounge. His general topic is Philosophy and Christianity, but he has not yet announced his specific subject.

The lecture will begin at 8 p.m. followed by a question-and-answer period which is to be concluded promptly at 9:30. The seminars are conducted for the purpose of stimulating thinking in areas of Christian living, according to Helen Jean Bond, Baptist Student director.

Why Pay More?

LONG PLAYING RECORDS

30% Off

FACTORY NEW!

Every Record Guaranteed!
For FREE Complete Catalog and Price List, write to:
RECORD HAVEN STORES
520 W. 48th St. - NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
In N.Y., visit our Midtown store:
1125 6th Ave. 1145 6th Ave.

PROFESSIONAL HAIRCUTS

Hermann Professional Barber Shop
Hermann Professional Bldg.
LESTER MAYER

L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco

By FLORENCE ESSLER

Now that rushing for 1951 is completed, the lists have settled down to the inevitable “follow-up” parties. When the pledges are not honoring the old members, the old members are honoring the pledges.

Combining these two ideas, the SLLS had a bridge party for all members on Sunday, November 4 at the home of Margaret Hilton. The SLLS do desire that every member in the form of Kathy Leun who made her appearance on Thursday, October 28 as the daughter of Dore and Frank Allen.

On Friday, November 1, Mrs. Arnold and Mrs. Dunas, alumnae of the PALS, entertained the present members with a tea at the home of Mrs. Arnold. A luncheon was given by the pledges for the older PALS on Wednesday, November 7, at the River Oaks Country Club. The SLLS honored their pledges with a luncheon at the Briar Club on Tuesday, October 30.

Rounding off the week’s events, the VCLS enjoyed a buffet supper at the home of Marilyn McCoy.

Our Date-Rate System is still in effect. $3.50 from 6 PM to 7 AM. Allowing 30 miles.

Special trip rates for out of town games.

SPECIAL TRIP RATES FOR OUT OF TOWN GAMES.

SAUNDERS SYSTEM

704 BUSK AT LOUISIANA PHONE CA-9016

Be Happy—Go Lucky!

Luckies taste better!

It takes fine tobacco to give you a better-tasting cigarette. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. But it takes something else, too—superior workmanship. You get fine, light, mild, good-tasting tobacco in the better-made cigarette. That’s why Luckies taste better. So, Be Happy—Go Lucky! Get a carton today!

STUDENTS! Let’s go! We want your jingles! We’re ready and willing and eager to pay you $25 for every jingle we use. Send as many jingles as you like to Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O. Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.

“I teach the students 4 day long, but I am 4 day behind To finish classes and assign. I usually take my time to get Lucky I have not been, but luck a single pack!”

Joseph Elliot
Wayne University
Students in college football are now back of one Wilbanks Smith, the Aggie outstanding defensive tackle.

Two developments last week highlighted the national scene, at least from one aspect. Namely, the sordid aspect.

Drake beat Great Lakes, 35-12, behind the outstanding performance of one Johnny Bright, Drake's man under Bright played with his broken jaw encased in a special mask.

Both principals in one of the most notorious incidents in college football are now back in action. And probably the incident is because his action was not bad in itself — it is getting caught with a camera that is the sin.

Here is a case with so many ramifications that, to let it pass, college football allows its foundations to be undermined. There have been rumors concerning the large amount of gambling that was tied up with the game, and even gambling on when Bright would have the game. These are rumors; but, coupled with an attitude of indifference, they become sordid half truths that were neither proved or disproved.

Encourages Such Action

To allow Wilbanks Smith to get away with his action is to encourage, rather than discourage such action. The thought comes that the reason Mr. Smith is still playing is because his action was not bad in itself — it is getting caught with a camera that is the sin.

But, this is the Missouri Valley Conference's baby. But, because my faith (for one) in the inherent fairness of collegiate athletics, I feel that something drastic should have been done — and immediately.

To let the incident die down, to let Smith continue to play collegiate football — these things tend to destroy a faltering admiration of collegiate sports.
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Entries Due

Entry deadlines for the Intramural baseball singles and doubles and basketball tournaments have been extended to November 14. Any student, interested in participating, is asked to register at the Stadium Lounge before November 14. The tournaments will be held on Sunday nights at 8:30 p.m. The winners of the singles and doubles tournaments will receive a trophy and a $50 prize, while the winners of the doubles tournaments will receive a trophy and a $25 prize.

New Laboratory

(Continued from Page 1)

The particles are scattered with great force.

Magnetic Field

Before reaching the target the particles are directed through a magnetic field. This field permits only those particles traveling at the proper speed to reach the target. When they reach the target nuclear disintegration takes place.

To cause any change, a particle must strike the nucleus of a target atom. When this occurs there is a release of energy and possibly a transmutation from one element to another.
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**Owls Must Win Tomorrow**

- **To Keep Flag Hopes Alive**
  By DICK KARIG

The revitalized Arkansas Razorbacks invade Owl territory to take on the Big Blue tomorrow night as the Southwest Conference continues its topsy-turvy ways. Because the conference is still wide open and no one can be counted out yet, this will be crucial game for both elevens.

It appears that the Otis-Douglas-inspired Philadelphia Eagle type of play has finally come into its own. After last season's disappointing Parker team could manage only two victories, pre-season dopesters pegged them for the sixth slot in this year's loop play. Now it is a razorback of a different color.

Arkansas opened the current campaign with two impressive victories over two unimpressed opponents. Following that they were humbled by TCU and Baylor on successive Saturdays before hitting their present amazing stride.

Following the "Beat Texas" proclamation issued by the governor of Arkansas, the Hogs proceeded to accomplish said deed, and forced the sports world to sit up and take notice. To prove that it wasn't just an accident, last week they powered their way to a 33-21 victory over A&M. Sandwiched between those two contests was an intersectional loss to Santa Clara.

Probably the greatest single factor that has enabled the Razorbacks to rise from the depths, is sophomore triple-threater Lamar McHan. Unheralded in pre-season write-ups, McHan replaced the injured Jim Rinehart at the man-under position and provided the spark that the Douglas split-T needed. Last week (Continued on Page 6)

---

**60-Minute Men Rout Potentates, Win League Crown**

The red-hot 60-Minute Men routed the Potentates 26-0 to win the D League Championship last Friday. The first Minute-Man score came on an interception and a 35-yard gallop by John Meyers. McMillan passed to Meyers for the extra point. The next score came on a play good for 20 yards, a toss from McMillan to Depenbrock. Another aerial to John Meyers from McMillan scored. McMillan to Ray Winters was good for the extra point. Winters scored again on an interception, to finish the scoring for the day. McMillan's key block (Continued on Page 6)

---

**Thresher Experts Pick**

- **Arkansas, Baylor, SMU**

By THRESHER SPORTS STAFF

Last week, another two-for-four week kept the Thresher predictors close to that old .500 mark. The record now stands at 19 out of 34, with one tie, for a .558 clip. The results:

- Rice 21, Pittsburgh 13
- TCU 20, Baylor 7
- Arkansas 33, Texas A&M 21
- Texas 20, SMU 13

This week, the Conference pacing TCU Horned Frogs take a Saturday off to get ready for the big one against Texas. RICE vs. ARKANSAS. The big

(Continued on Page 6)
**EB’s Beat SLLS, To Face OWLS**  
**For ‘Mural Crown**

In the semi-final game of intramural Volleyball play the EBLS beat the SLLS to hand the Blue League the chance to work as an expert team. The SLLS showed individual spark, but failed to work as an expert team.

The final championship game between the OWLS, winners of the season, are invited. Spectators are invited.

**Intramural entries for badminton**

It promises to be the best game of the season. Intramural entries for badminton should be played as soon as possible. The season started. Baylor will play the late Razorback surge that fell Texas and Texas A&M. This was one of nineteen victories by Rice over Arkansas.

Bob Griffin, Guard Jim Sperring and ends Fischel and Summerhall have also been singled out for sterling defense. Not only will the Razorbacks be hungry for another conference win, but they will be seeking revenge for the 9-3 defeat that the Owls handed them last year. This was one of nineteen victories by Rice over Arkansas in the 25 game span of the series.

**Buck Harris’s TOUCHDOWN CLUB**  
**3209 Kirby Drive**

Where students meet before and after games

**CHESTERFIELD – LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA’S COLLEGES**

**The “Koot”**

We certify that Chesterfield is our largest selling cigarette by...2 to 1

*SIGNED*  
**Myra Musgrove**  
**Manager**

**2 to 1 because of MILDNESS**

**PLUS**

**NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE**

*From the report of a well-known research organization*

...and only Chesterfield has it!